The benefits of switching to electronic payslips

With GDPR in force and affecting every part of how personal data is processed, electronic payslips can help your business whilst providing a GDPR compliant way of handling your employees’ pay information.

1. Friendly to the environment
   - Moving to secure digital confidential communications can help your business take a large step towards a low carbon footprint and an environmentally friendly operation particularly where green regulation is increasing (such as SECR).
   - This is an increasingly important consideration for your customers your, employees and will help contribute to positive PR, over and above increasingly compulsory environmental regulation.

2. GDPR compliance
   - Information delivered electronically and directly to your employees.
   - Payslips remain encrypted for the whole journey.

3. Speed and efficiency
   - Payslips are produced at the click of a button
   - Not using portal technology so no issues of users losing passwords etc. Portal technology is subject to prolific attacks
   - Users receive their payslip in the email inbox

4. Convenience for your employees
   - Employees can access their pay information 24/7
   - Accessible via smartphone, tablet or computer
   - Once set up, employees do not need to worry about losing their passwords or losing their paper payslips
   - Employees can handle their own data and can choose to view or print their own payslips

5. Security
   - We use a highly secure encrypted platform. No portals – these can be compromised and the user has to download their data and that is NOT secure
   - Employees receive automatically generated and high strength alpha-numeric passwords, which are hashed in the database using SHA256

6. Reduced costs
   - No expensive printing
   - No need to buy payslips
   - No postage or distribution costs